Summary of Action Items approved by the General Faculty
for the 2008-2009 Academic Year
and Forwarded to the Chancellor for Approval

1 The numbering system that has been instituted for resolutions is formatted as follows: FS indicates Faculty Senate, GF indicates General Faculty; the numbers that precede the hyphen translate into the date of the meeting – in the format of mmddyy – at which the resolution was approved, i.e. 090308 translates to September 3, 2008; the numbers that follow the hyphen indicate the ordinal of approval, i.e. 01 would be the first resolution that was approved on that meeting date, 02 would be the second resolution that was approved on that meeting date, etc.

- **Resolution GF091008-01** -- To Implement Mandated Changes to UNCG Documents Containing Policies and Guidelines on Performance Review of Tenured Faculty
  - **Chancellor’s Action**: Received and Approved

- **Resolution GF091008-02** -- To Implement Recommended Changes to UNCG Documents Containing Policies and Guidelines on Performance Review of Tenured Faculty
  - **Chancellor’s Action**: Received and Approved

- **Resolution GF091008-03** -- To Specify Placement and Weight of Promotion and Tenure Summaries in a candidate’s Dossier
  - **Chancellor’s Action**: Received and Approved

- **Resolution GF091008-04** -- To Specify the Role of Tenured Assistant Professors in Promotion and Tenure
  - **Chancellor’s Action**: Received and Approved

- **Resolution GF042909-01** -- Addition to Bylaws of the Constitution of the Faculty: Online Voting
  - **Chancellor’s Action**: Received and Approved

- **Resolution GF042909-02** -- To Approve the Revised Mission Statement for the General Education Program.
  - **Chancellor’s Action**: Received and Approved

- **Resolution GF042901-03** -- To Approve Four New General Education Program Goals
  - **Chancellor’s Action**: Received and Approved